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ABSTRACT 
This paper compares between responses of Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) based 

exciter and auto-tuning FLC based exciter. Both of the exciters are simulated 

separately with synchronous generator connected to infinite bus through a short 

transmission line. The systems where subjected to three phase fault at the infinite 

bus, maximum Integral of Square Error (ISE) of generator terminal voltage 

response and critical clearing time were taken as performance indices of the 

exciters. The systems then studied under normal operating condition to justify the 

need of auto-tuning. 

 

Keywords: Power System Simulation; Generators; Voltage Control; Fuzzy    

                         Control; Adaptive Control. 

 

مقارنة بين استخدام متحكم المنطق الضبابي وبين متحكم المنطق الضبابي تلقائي 

 استقرارية الجهد العابر لمولد متزامنالتنغيم لتحسين 

 

 الخالصة

أستجاابة حفزتم حمج تل  متي ح تياب  تإابج بةستجاابة حفزتم حمج تل  متي  بينهذه الورقة تقارن 

لم تيابم  متي الا تل الاباتج المتابب  ح ياب  تإابج ااتتج الجيمتيتم تتت حفاكتام كت  حفزتم  متي  تله

ام التي ة تاباث ثلثتج ظتقصتيبم أخعتا اليختل  ختن نقت   تماحيج حجص  بم وحج الن تايجلم ولل 

لم ولتل بمحتن  ةالابايت ةا الخاأ الستجاابة الزولجيتبالاور  مي الم وحج اللن ايجم أسجخلم تكاح  حب

اإلمالة الفبج كلالي  ل مباة اإلداء لم فزمات اج ظببف الم   ال عاببة بتتت ةثإتات الفا تة التي 

 الجيميت الذاتج اج ظببف الم   الاإيميةم

 
INTRODUCTION 

ike the power angle, voltage exhibits an oscillatory behavior when displaced 

from equilibrium. Usually, a departure from equilibrium (a voltage spike) is 

expected to dampen out very quickly, though sometimes continuing 

oscillations are observed, especially in the event of major disturbances [1]. 

L 
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 In any electrical power network synchronous generators are the primary source 

of reactive power and are to a great extent responsible for maintaining a good 

voltage profile across the electric power system. Consequently their characteristics 

and their limitations are of major importance for the analysis of voltage stability. It 

is worth noting that in almost all voltage instability incidents, one or several crucial 

generators were operating with limited reactive capability .The main functions of 

generator excitation system are to maintain generator voltage and control the 

reactive power flow [2]. 

Significant improvements in transient stability can be achieved through rapid 

temporary increase of generator excitation. The increase of generator field voltage 

during transient disturbance has the effect of increasing the internal voltage of the 

machine; this in turn increases the synchronizing power [3]. 

The voltage regulator and exciter characteristics can affect stability because; if 

all thing being equal, higher field excitation requires a smaller rotor angle. 

Consequently, stability is enhanced by a properly applied regulator and exciter that 

respond rapidly to transient effects and furnish a high degree of field forcing. In this 

respect, modern solid-sadte voltage regulators and static exciters can contribute 

markedly to improved stability [4].  

 

FLC AND ITS NEED IN POWER SYSTEM 

 CONTROL APPLICATIONS 

Due to the facts that modern electric power systems are being operated close to 

their limits and they are highly non-linear complex systems, the application of 

Artificial Intelligence based controllers in electric power systems is becoming an 

important field of research. The FLC uses linguistic, not numerical, variables, 

making it similar to the way humans think; it also relates output to input, without 

having to understand all the variables, permitting the design of a system that may 

be more accurate and stable than one with a conventional control system [5 & 6].  

The basic configuration of the FLC can be simply represented in four parts, as 

shown in Figure (1). 

Fuzzifier module, its function is to transform the input numerical values to the 

corresponding linguistic (fuzzy) variables with appropriate membership values. 

Knowledge base, which includes the definitions of the fuzzy membership 

functions defined for each control variable and the necessary rules that specify the 

control goals using linguistic variables. 

Inference mechanism, it is capable of simulating human decision making and 

influencing the control actions based on fuzzy logic. 

Defuzzifier module, which converts the inferred decision from the linguistic 

variables back to numerical values. 

 

SIMULATED SYSTEM 

The system under study is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of one synchronous 

generator connected to an infinite bus by a short transmission line with re and xe. 

Figure (3) shows a block diagram for the terminal voltage control sequence of 

the synchronous generator. 
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FLC BASED EXCITERS DESIGN AND SIMULATION 

In order to enhance the voltage response of the system and in order to keep the 

system stable, FLC based exciters must be designed to fulfill the following 

requirements [8]: 

i. Minimize maximum ISE of the generator terminal voltage. 

ii. Minimize average of absolute error voltage (|Verr|) of the generator terminal 

voltage. 

iii. To have stabilizing effect in order to keep the generator in synchronism with the 

rest of the network. 

iv. Fast controlling action which will make the generator able to withstand a 

relatively longer fault durations. 

The system in Figure (2) will be simulated by solving its equations (the 

synchronous generator model was taken from [9]) MATLAB/Simulink, the 

disturbance subjected to the three phase solid fault on the infinite bus twice which 

will reduce the infinite bus voltage each time to zero. Previous simulation with 

standard DC1A exciter was carried out in [10] and compared with a designed non-

auto-tuning FLC based exciter, this paper will simulate the system with FLC based 

exciters only. Nearly 14 FLC based exciters were designed of both Mamdani and 

Takagi-Sugeno types with different membership functions and defuzzification 

methods. All of them used the same rule base shown in table 1 and applied to the 

synchronous generator as shown in Figure (4). 

The one with Takagi-Sugeno type, Gaussian membership function and weighted 

sum defuzzification method had the best response indices (0.41 sec. critical clearing 

time, 0.5464 max ISE). Figuer (5) shows these responses. 

The control surface of designed FLC based exciter with best response is shown 

in Figure (6). 

This best designed FLC based exciter is very good under fault conditions but as 

shown in Table (2) it suffers from steady state error during normal working 

conditions, due to this reason and in order to extend this controller to all working 

conditions it would need an auto-tuning auxiliary controller. 

The need of an auxiliary FLC to auto-tune the gains of the main FLC comes 

from the different working conditions. For example if the gain of the control signal 

(excitation voltage) increases as the absolute error voltage increases it would 

accelerate the controlling action of the exciter. 

The auto-tuning controller can be designed to control the gains of both the 

control signal and the input signals, so it will enable the controller to further adapt 

itself according to the input signals in order to give the controller extra capability to 

handle highly nonlinear systems in different working conditions. 

The auto-tuning FLC designed in this research has two inputs (Verr and dVerr) 

and three outputs (GVerr, GdVerr and GVf) as shown in Figure (7). 

Table (3 and 4) show the responses of the best designed FLC based exciters 

along with the DC1A exciter response during normal and fault working conditions. 

  

DISCUSSION 

Table (3) shows that FLC based exciter with auxiliary auto-tuning FLC has less 

than half the ISE of the one without auxiliary FLC, and M-file FLC with auto-

tuning has less than two percent the ISE of the one without auxiliary FLC. 
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   Table (3) shows that FLC based exciter with auxiliary auto-tuning FLC 

maintained the extended critical clearing time of the one without auxiliary FLC 

(0.41 sec.) as the one without auxiliary FLC, while M-file FLC with auto-tuning has 

shorter critical clearing time (0.40 sec.). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results well justified the need of auxiliary auto-tuning controller by 

reducing both steady state absolute error of the generator terminal voltage (|Verr|) 

and the maximum ISE. 

The auxiliary auto-tuning without FLC has shortened the critical clearing time, 

while with auxiliary auto-tuning FLC maintained it as it is for the FLC based exciter 

without auto-tuning; which had made it very suitable exciter for the system during 

both faulty and normal working conditions. 

 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

𝒅𝑽𝒆𝒓𝒓  Change in error voltage. 

𝑬𝒇 The field excitation voltage on the stator side. 

𝒓𝒆, 𝒙𝒆 The external line resistance and reactance respectively. 

𝑻𝒆𝒎 The electro-mechanical torque developed. 

𝑼  Control signal. 

𝑽𝒆𝒓𝒓  Error voltage. 

 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

FLC  Fuzzy logic controller. 

ISE  Integral of square error. 
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Figure(1) Schematic diagram of the FLC [7]. 
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Figure (2) Synchronous generator connected to infinite bus  

subjected to 3-Φ fault. 
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Figure (3) Synchronous generator terminal voltage control block diagram. 
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Table (1) the FLC based exciter rule base. 

Where: NB-Negative Big, NM-Negative Medium, NS-Negative Small, ZE-Zero, 

PS-Positive Small, PM-Positive Medium, and PB-Positive Big. 

dVerr 

Verr 
PBDV PMDV PSDV ZEDV NSDV NMDV NBDV 

PBV PBU PBU PBU PBU PMU PSU ZEU 

PMV PBU PBU PMU PMU PSU ZEU NSU 

PSV PBU PMU PMU PSU ZEU NSU NMU 

ZEV PMU PMU PSU ZEU NSU NMU NMU 

NSV PMU PSU ZEU NSU NMU NMU NBU 

NMV PSU ZEU NSU NMU NMU NBU NBU 

NBU ZEU NSU NMU NBU NBU NBU NBU 
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Figure (4) Synchronous generator with FLC based exciter. 

 

 

 
Figure (5) AISE of the terminal voltage of the generator with the best FLC 

based exciter for 0.41 second clearing time. 
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Figure (5) B Absolute error of the generator terminal voltage with the best 

FLC based exciter for 0.41 second clearing time. 

 

 
Figure (5) C Generator’s variables response with the best FLC based exciter 

for 0.41 second clearing time. 
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Figure (6) the control surface of the best designed FLC based exciter. 

 

 

Table (2) Synchronous generator response during normal working conditions. 

Controller Type 

During Normal Working Conditions for 20 

seconds period. 

ISE Max Steady State |Verr| 

Takagi-Sugeno with Gaussian 

membership function and weighted 

sum defuzzification method. 

0.0375 0.046388 

DC1A Exciter 0.000113 0.001753 
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Figure (7) FLC based exciter with an auxiliary auto-tuning controller. 
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Table (3) Synchronous generator response during normal working conditions. 

Controller Type 

During Normal Working 

Conditions for 20 seconds period. 

ISE Max 
Steady State 

|Verr| 

Toolbox Takagi-Sugeno with Gaussian 

membership function and weighted sum 

defuzzification method without auxiliary 

auto-tuning FLC. 

0.037500 0.046388 

Toolbox Takagi-Sugeno with Gaussian 

membership function and weighted sum 

defuzzification method with auxiliary auto-

tuning FLC. 

0.014700 0.027846 

M-file Takagi-Sugeno with Triangular 

membership function and WtAver 

defuzzification method with auto-tuning 

without FLC. 

0.000509 0.0001366 

DC1A Exciter 0.000113 0.001753 

 

 

 

 

Table (4) Synchronous generator response during fault working conditions. 

 

Controller Type 

During Fault Conditions 

Response 

Critical 

Clearing 

Time (sec.) 

ISE Max 

Toolbox Takagi-Sugeno with Gaussian 

membership function and weighted sum 

defuzzification method without auxiliary auto-

tuning FLC. 

0.41 0.5464 

Toolbox Takagi-Sugeno with Gaussian 

membership function and weighted sum 

defuzzification method with auxiliary auto-tuning 

FLC. 

0.41 0.5814 

M-file Takagi-Sugeno with Triangular membership 

function and WtAver defuzzification method with 

auto-tuning without FLC. 

0.40 0.5611 

DC1A Exciter 0.32 0.4668 

 


